Seamlessly **ascend to the Oracle Cloud** with complete confidence. Oracle Soar, Destination IaaS and PaaS, provides you with Oracle Cloud experts that leverage a proven, proprietary **automated migration solution** to **efficiently and rapidly** move workloads to Oracle Cloud with **near-zero downtime**.

**YOUR BUSINESS IS BETTER UP HERE**

Whether you are just starting your journey to the cloud or have fully embraced it, you can leverage Oracle Soar to increase business agility and drive innovation in the cloud. With faster, smarter and simpler solutions, Oracle Consulting accelerates your cloud journey with Oracle Soar:

- **MIGRATE** Databases
- **MOVE** Oracle & Non-Oracle Applications
- **DRIVE** Insights with Analytics
- **EMPOWER** Autonomous Database & Data Warehouse

**Business Use Cases**

- Accelerate Your Move to Cloud
- Increase Business Agility
- Drive Innovation
- Reduce Risk

**Your Total Migration Solution to Oracle Cloud Technology**

**People:** Oracle Cloud Experts

**Process:** Minimal Downtime

**Technology:** Proven, Proprietary Automation
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Figure 1. Oracle Soar. Destination IaaS and PaaS.
YOUR ASCENT BEGINS HERE

Everyone has a unique path to the cloud. Whatever your path, Oracle Soar, Destination IaaS and PaaS, delivers compelling benefits to your business:

- **Built-in automation** optimizes the architecture, accelerates the planning and execution, minimizes downtime and reduces risk.
- Personalized advice with an onsite migration service manager helps to guide your journey from beginning to end.
- Simple, easy to understand catalogue-based pricing, tiered by volume, lets customers choose the fit that’s right for their business.
- Confidence in success by paying monthly only for completed database migrations.

CUSTOMERS ALREADY TRUST ORACLE SOAR

Oracle Consulting has been using the underlying automation technology in Oracle Soar, Destination IaaS and PaaS, for over eighteen months. This is a proven, market-tested solution!

THE SOAR DIFFERENTIATION: CLOUD EXPERTISE + AUTOMATION PLATFORM

Oracle Cloud experts utilize an automated three-step process to ensure you properly analyze, plan and execute your migration to Oracle Cloud.

### Communications
- Migrate 2,100+ Databases

### Financial Services
- Migrate 5,000+ Databases

### Aerospace/Defense
- Migrate 750+ Databases

### Non-Profit
- Move Oracle EBS to Cloud

### Life Sciences
- Move PeopleSoft to Cloud

### Investment Banking
- Drive Insights with Analytics

CONNECT WITH US

Call +1.800.ORACLE1 or visit [oracle.com/consulting](http://oracle.com/consulting).

Outside North America, find your local office at [oracle.com/contact](http://oracle.com/contact).

blogs.oracle.com/futurestate
facebook.com/oracleconsulting
twitter.com/@oracleconsult
#elevatecloudsuccess

YOUR BUSINESS IS BETTER UP HERE. CONTACT ORACLE CONSULTING TO LEARN MORE
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Integrated Cloud Applications & Platform Services
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